
 
 

Lindsay Broadband Introduces DOCSISLoop Monitor 
 

PETERBOROUGH, Ontario– May. 03, 2013- Lindsay Broadband Inc., a leading manufacturer and global 

provider of specialized broadband transport products for the telecommunication industry, announced 

today the newest addition to their diverse line of communication products, a strand mounted HFC 

powered Hardened DOCSIS 3.0 cable modem. 

  

Outdoor hardened DOCSIS cable modem allows you to use your preferred operating system to report the 

health of your HFC Network. 

The Lindsay DOCSISLoop is a hardened cable modem designed to maintain reliability in the harsh HFC 

environment but minimize the cost of status monitoring. The outdoor DOCSISLoop uses a standards 

based DOCSIS cable modem that is wholly under the control of the MSO through the CMTS. It can be 

used in conjunction with SNMP monitoring systems to evaluate cable plant line conditions. Important line 

quality indications such as Signal Strength,  Signal to Noise Ratio, Bit error rate and much more 

depending on your operating system. This device is quick and easy to install connected to a power passing 

multi-tap, directional coupler or as a network termination. The integrated HFC interface includes 6Kv 

surge with stand, upstream and downstream modem sweet spot level controls and -20dB test points. 

 

About Lindsay Broadband Inc.  

Headquartered in Peterborough, Ontario, Canada, Lindsay Broadband manufactures a diverse range of 

specialized broadband transport communication products, including HFC powered and strand mounted 

Wi-Fi AP`s, optical and DOCSIS hardened Gateways, a complete line of subscriber amplifiers with 

MoCA, hard line passives, low cost deep fiber nodes and line extenders, a full range of MDU amplifiers 

and optical nodes with UPS options, mini optical nodes. Lindsay markets and sells to the worldwide 

telecommunications market. 

 
For more information about Lindsay broadband Inc. and its unique communications solutions, 
please visit www.lindsaybrodbandinc.com. 
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